DynaLox-Filter

Introduction

Dynalox Filter is dynamic, powerful, energetic and a continuous filtration process method used to produce clean and fresh water without any interruption or backwash and rinse.

The word continuous means operating 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and can operate for more than one or two years without a shut down. Shutting down and backwasing, rinsing, processes results in high amount of waste water and unwanted chemical demand. Dynalox filter is a process which is based on Fluidization. In this process water is passed up flow through the Katalox Light media.

HIGH FLOW & NO BACKWASH

CHEMISTRY, WATER CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

DYNALOX FILTER

“A KATALOX-PROCESS DISCOVERED BY WATCH-WATER TO CLEAN WATER AND REMOVE IRON, MANGANESE AND HYDROGEN SULFIDE FROM WATER MORE EFFICIENTLY”